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Whats the deal with the highline hood for the jeep TJ? It has been out of stock since last year.
Are you planning on making more of them or will it be more likely discontinued before another
batch? Is there another way I get ahold of one? Tags: discontinue , highline , hood , out of
stock. AEV Chris. Originally posted by jpross81 View Post. Comment Post Cancel. Will Cabell.
People were told that hoods would be back in stock February -a little more insight would be
great. Seems a lot of people use this hood. Yeah I guess there is still a pretty high demand for
them, all companies I have talked to are sold out and waiting on more to fulfill backorders. If I
knew this, I would have reconsidered my highline fenders I am also now stuck, i have a huge
pallet of parts coming based off the availability of the TJ highline hood. How can the brute kits
still be on the price sheet and none of the stuff ppl actually want! Quadratec Inc. There is a
company based out of California somewhere called trailer products. I ordered their high-line
hood but it seems as if were made for the poison spider high-line. But it may be an option for
you. You can get it in carbon fiber and standard fiberglass. The carbon hood is incredibly
lightweight. Just like the JK the louvers dont function. Attached Files. Last edited by Will Cabell
; , AM. I haven't had a chance to see one in person but it seems to be a nice option. Aev is the
only company who offers a metal highline hood. I placed an order through northridge 4x4. Hope
this helps you guys. Hoods are back in stock I guess you gotta call. Interested in Salt Lake City
area. Also interested in the hood. PM sent. Iso a highline hood will pay All rights reserved. Yes
No. OK Cancel. Forums New posts Image search. Members Current visitors Supporting Member
Upgrade. Log in. Search Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search titles only.
Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. New posts. Image search. Install the app.
JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites
correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Is this Duraflex highline hood any
good? Supporting Member. The link above looks very similiar to the AEV hood that just left the
market. Color match painting is not an issue, a very close friend of mine owns an automotible
paint shop. Chris Administrator Staff Member. Ride of the Month Winner. It can also leave a lot
of gaps and what not if it was poorly made. The unfortunate thing is I first saw this hood months
ago, and still to this day I haven't found one person who has left a review of it. For what it's
worth though, the photos of it look like it fits really well and is made nicely. Chris said:.
Reactions: Chris. I have been eyeing up this hood for a couple of years now too and searching
for reviews on the product. I think I've come across a review or two somewhere. I will do some
searching and see what I can find. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk. I'll keep my eye out
though incase I do stumble upon a review. If you end up getting it, let us know how you like it.
It's a pretty good looking hood I admit! Reactions: JamesAndTheSahara. Tj04 TJ Enthusiast.
Anyone end up getting one of these hoods? I still have yet to find anyone running one of these
hoods, unfortunately. What's your honest opinion of a fiberglass like hood? Would you use
one? If a winch cable broke and you had the hood up I assume it would destroy it. Curious how
they fair in an accident as well. I was really into the fiberglass Jeep tub living in the rust belt but
I can't imagine it would fair well offroad or in an accident in any way. Joined Feb 27, Messages
12, Location Earth. Most cars are way more fiberglass than our TJ's. With the fiberglass hood
you're slimming down your front end from all the weight added with winch and bumper. I
wouldn't hesitate if I wanted to highline. The other thing is just cut your hood, sand that edg
down nice and repaint. I think the highline looks great on a TJ. I just don't have the skills to fab
DIY highline properly so the hood is wayyyyy down the list. I'll have to find a shop that has done
a DIY before and let them do it for me. I think some fenders, like JCR, are as far as I would go.
JMT said:. Reactions: JMT. FRP is pretty durable stuff. Its very nice The down sides I've found
are twofold One is it doesn't hold screws well. I've had to replace the screws in my latch bars a
couple times cuz they loosened up. On a hood, that wouldn't be a big deal, cuz you can use a
nut on the inside. The other thing is that its plastic, so UV can cause some fading. My topper is
starting to look a little weathered. Its 3 years old though, so I'm happy with how long its held up.
For those of you that love the look of the highline hood but don't want to highline their jeep just
yet, the same company sells the hood to fit the stock fender style. Sorry to dig up an old thread
but I wanted to give me 2 cents. I had one in my possession and can say I thought the quality
was very nice for what it is. I never actually got around to installing it and ended up selling it so
I can't speak on fitment but it felt really sturdy and the fiberglass was laid down pretty nicely. I
had the regular cut version however, not the highline. If you're looking for weight reduction as
well as a highline hood, I'd say go for it. Worth every penny but if your worry is about snapping
winch lines Another thing to note is none of the holes come pre-drilled. You must do this
yourself so at least you can rest assured that all holes will indeed line up. Last edited: Apr 1,

Wildman Over Analizer Extraordinaire If you want to spend twice the current price of the
fiberglass hood GenRight sells a carbon fiber hood. Post reply. Top Bottom. Hello, Sign In! Your
Andy's account is now active and you're logged in. All available coupons will be applied
automatically in your shopping cart! Select Your Vehicle. Year Extreme Dimensions. RK Sport.
US Body Source. Duraflex Rage Hood - 1 Piece. Duraflex Predator Hood - 1 Piece. Duraflex Viper
Look Hood - 1 Piece. Duraflex Energy Hood - 1 Piece. Duraflex Heat Reduction Hood, 1 Piece.
Fits: Jeep Wrangler Fits non highline fenders only. Duraflex Hellcat Look Hood, 1 Piece.
Duraflex Power Dome Hood, 1 Piece. Duraflex Viper Look Hood, 1 Piece. Previous 1 2 3 Next.
Not able to find what you are looking for? Thanks to their extremely light weight and good
strength they offer the same look as steel components but will give better acceleration and
handling because of their reduced mass. They are also offered in an assortment of designs from
OEM restoration panels, to performance models with built-in hood scoops and power bulges.
Weight savings in only one of the many advantages of fiberglass. This fantastic resin based
material is inexpensive to produce in a vast array of shapes, meaning you can go crazy with
style and design. Unlike steel, fiberglass will not rust or corrode so you can count on it to last,
even on the salted roads of the east coast. Fiberglass can also be repaired if it is damaged or
cracked in an accident, so you won't have to track down another hood if you get into a small
fender bender. In the right applications, this stuff is very hard to beat. Q: How do you install a
fiberglass hood? A: Depending on the manufacturer, fiberglass hoods are often close to OEM
fit, which means you simply unbolt your factory hood and replacing it with the custom hood. Q:
Why buy a fiberglass hood? A: Fiberglass hoods are a fantastic way to customize the
appearance of your car. There are several different styles available, and they all can change the
look of your car instantly. These hoods should be painted to match the color of your car, and
are normally lighter than your factory hood and therefore better for performance. Q: Can
fiberglass hoods help your vehicle's performance at all? A: Most fiberglass hoods are
substantially lighter than the factory hood, which would decrease weight and therefore increase
performance and make acceleration and braking quicker. Some fiberglass hood manufacturer's
also provide optional "functional" air induction kits as an option to be purchased with the hood.
The kits, when installed, direct incoming cold air that travels through the hood vent directly to
your air box, thereby increasing horsepower and making the hood functional. Only a few hood
manufacturers offer a the kit that makes the hood functional. Q: The hood I'm considering
buying from Andy's is vented and has openings in it that appear to expose it to rain. Should I be
concerned about that? Will it be harmful to my vehicle if rain goes through those vents into my
engine bay? Is there a way to protect against that from happening? A: Adding guards could
potentially defeat the purpose of a vented hood, which is to help cool your engine bay. Some
customers do get creative and add their own diverters under the hood for a custom solution to
the perceived problem, but you would have to figure out how to attach them and whether there's
room under the hood in the first place. That being said, we have never heard of any problems
running a vented hood as-is, and we've done it ourselves for many years without any issues to
speak of. Q: Are hood pins required for a fiberglass or carbon fiber hood? A: We strongly
advise using hood pins on all fiberglass and carbon fiber hoods, as they provide an additional
level of safety should the main latch fail or if a strong gust of wind should peel the hood skin
away from its skeleton. Q: Do fiberglass hoods come pre-drilled for hood pins? A: No. Since
there are many different styles of hood pins available, it is up to our customers to drill the holes
themselves to ensure a perfect fit. Filter Your Results. Fiberglass Hoods Extreme Dimensions
RK Sport 5. US Body Source Duraflex 3. Choose Your Vehicle:. Customer Support. Contact Us.
Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts.
Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales
Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up. This is the
standard width hood that fits all production TJ cowls. It is NOT our narrowed competition hood.
Whether it's competition use or recreational rockcrawling, the Chris Durham Motorsports
Rockcrawler Hood provides plenty of clearance for big tires while maintaining a clean, finished
look. The hood itself is molded from multi-layer fiberglass and ships paint-ready in gelcoat.
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The hood includes the lines present in a factory hood, and can retain the stock hood hinges
and washer nozzles if desired. The incorporated "fenders" provide a more finished look than
using a stock hood without fenders and also provide a place to attach the hood latches of your
choice. For this reason, it is recommended for off-road use only. This will allow minor fitment
and trimming adjustments to be made without damaging the paint. Hood pins do not allow any

"give" and can cause the hood to crack or break if the hood is struck against a tree or rocks.
Instead, we recommend CJ-style hood latches mounted upside down as shown in some of the
pictures. Installation Instructions. You save. Rating Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3
stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Name Required. Email Required. Review Subject Required.
Comments Required. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Quick
view Add to Cart The item has been added. Quick view Choose Options.

